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LCSW G3 water jet loom control system general description:











LCSW G3 is the new generation of water jet loom control system：
Completely new designed circuit boards;
All CAN bus communication;
New designed power supply units:
Touch sensitive console with LED back light;
New designed menu system, easy to access;
New designed gripper , fast responding and reliable life;
4C insertion, and 8C can be ready;
New wireless user card management, well protected the important data;
Easy update software by USB key.

Warning：
1． No any operation to boards when power on!
2． Be sure that the boards are in the right position when plugging boards!
3． Remove boards after more than 3 minutes of power off!
4． Electric connection have to be done by authorized people!
5． Be careful of high temperature unites!
6． Keep power on during loom stopping in holidays (away from wet air)!
7． Keep tidy inside the cabinet!
8． All the modifications and external connections must be done by authorized ROJ technician!
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GT4 touch sensitive console general description
GT4 has a 7 inches touch sensitive display with a LED backlight. It is designed for water proof.
advantages：
800x480 resolution ratio;
LED back light with sleeping model;
Touch sensitive;
CAN bus communication;
USB key storage;
Water proof design;
Ethernet ready;

Warning：
1. No touching display with sharp ends!
2. No kicking and stamping on display!
3. No water spray on display!
4. Cannot be opened by the not authorized people!
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GT4 home page:
1. GT4 home page fast description
valve exchange button

menu information

return to home page

Back

Loom weaving

Main menu button

information

User

Alarm indication

card

reader ready

User

card

level
information

USB device detected

Weaver fast operation button

Date / time info

2. loom weaving information:
Encoder：real time show the degrees of the encoder mounted on the main shaft. It should be
syncronized with the loom mechnical degree. Otherwise you have to correct encoder
degree maunally.
Loom speed：real time show the loom speed.
Cloth：show the cloth length from the last fabric cut till now.
Shift：show the present shift name.
Efficiency：show the efficiency of the present shift.
Run time：the power on time of the present shift.
Doff: define the cloth length to be woven, after reaching the this value, loom stop and inform
weaver to cut fabric.
Cut：show the foreseen time of the next fabric cut.
Beam end：show the foreseen time of beam end.
NOTE： input the right value of warp length on the new beam to get the right beam end
forseen time.
Warp remain：show the warp length remain on the present beam. The value can be little
different from the real warp length due to the warp corssing with weft on the fabric side.
Input the right value of “warp takeup” then you can get the right value of warp
remainon beam. Warp takeup value is changed according to different type of fabric.
Pick(weft)：show the present pick in the weft pattern which is running.
Pick(warp)：when the system is driving the dobby, show the present pick in the dobby pattern
which is running.
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function buttons information:

valve exchange button
Click this button, move valve to the next color. Grippers and feeders keep no moving.
Together with maunally pumping water from nozzle, this function is to fill up all the nozzles
with water before starting loom.
Note：when you use mechanical feeder with eletric pin, this function is to open/close feeder
pin and grippers.
home page button
Click this button anywhere, you can return to the home page.
backward button
Click to return to the previous page.
alarm indication
Red means the system is in alarm status. Grey means the alarms are not active.
Note: For weft/warp stop, no alarm message box appeared on display. You have to go
inside the alarm menu to check which kind of stop.

Click here to reboot main board without power on/off system.

Note：For the not recoverable alarm, no need to power off system to reset system.
Click the reboot button on the bottom side of display to reboot system.
For others recoverable alarm, alarms will disappear when problems solved.

main menu button
It’s always on top . Click it anywhere to enter the main menu of system.

fast access button for weaver
They are on the home page for easy operation. You also can find it under the main menu.
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cloth cut button
Click to enter the following cloth cut menu:

59.0 is the present cloth length after the last cloth cut.
100.0 is the doff setting.
Click “cut” button, the present cloth value =59.0 – 100.0 = 0 m.
Click “calling foreman” button to active the “red lamp blinking” . This is to indicate the fixer that
this loom needs the help of fixer.

manual shift change

The one with lamp on is the present shift. Click the target shift, the present shift moves to the
one you selected. When you choose the automatic shift change, here it becomes grey to
disable the manually shift change.
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manually move let off and take up
Click it to enter the let off & take up manually moving menu as following:

First to choose which part you want to move: 2 or 3 units can be selected together.
Reverse=> beam side direction; Forward=>fabric side direction.
Manual speed can change the letoff/takeup motor manual moving speed. The range = 1-10.
Suggest to put 5 here.
4.

other information

Just the information showing, not the function buttons
shows the user access level, different level has different permission to modify parameters.
The level from low to high:
Weaver Fixer Manager OEM serviceROJ service Administrator
means no user card detected, system is locked, no modifications.
wireless user card reader status
Blue means user card reader is ready, and working properly; grey means not ready.
external USB device
Blue means external USB device detected; grey means not ready.

The right bottom shows the date and time.
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Main menu
click to enter the main menu

All the functions you need are here!

1．

Statistic (weaving data statistics):
click to enter statistics menu:

--
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① Weaving data statistics:
show statistics of the present shift

Present shift A, from 10:49 11/08/2012 to 11:24 02/08/2012 Week:32
Time = the power on time of this shift
Clear: click it to reset everything on this page, includes the efficency , stops counter, length
and time .

Click the “stops counter” tab, show all the stops above.

Click the “stops time” tab, show all the stops in time above.
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shift report history
You can view the report in shift model, in day model and in week model, by clicking the
relative buttons. We call it shift report, daily report, and weekly report.
Select the one you want to start from, and click the report which you want to check:

Save: click “save” to save all the data in the external USB key storage.
For example: I click week analysis:

It starts from 2012-08-18 12:08 . It calculates all the data in one week.
Use “→” to check next week ; and “←” to check “previous week” .
Cloth statistics:
Click to enter the statistics in cloth model.

Present cloth on the loom from 00:00 01/01/1970 to 11:25 02/08/2012 Week:1
Time : = the power on time of this piece of cloth(only 36 min during 42 years).
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Veiw the report in stops counter model: click the stops counter tab, show all the stops
number.

View the report in stops time model: click the stop time tab, show all the stops in time.
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click to enter cloth report history:

Every time after the cloth cut, the system will record all the weaving data of this piece of
fabric. Select the one you want to check according to the date and time to see the
details.
②

Event log
click to enter event log:

All the events are recorded in the event log. For the trouble shooting, you can save the
event log file into the USB key. And send it to ROJ technician to better understand the
problems.
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2. Config(loom configration menu):
click to enter loom configration menu
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--

The configuration settings is linked to the loom mechanical configuration. So when finished
loom installation, please never touch the settings of configuration.
Under the configuration menu, only OEM service level or above can modify them.
①

general (general configration):

Colors： set the number of feeders connected.
Range: M,1,2,3,4
M = mechanical feeder
1 = 1 ROJ feeder connected
2,3,4 = the number of ROJ feeder connected
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THE WAY OF INPUT A VALUE:

Click the value which you want to modify.

A box of “selecta choice” appeares.

Select the value you want to input, and click
quit without changing to the old value.

to confirm the input. click

if you want to

Electronic pin:
Together with the mechanical feeder selected. To set if this mechanical
feeder was equipped with a electronic stop pin. When it’s active, the gripper insertion
setting menu also changed accordingly . Use
pin and gripper open and close.

to manually control mechanical feeder

Auto pumping：set the auto pumping function active or not(need to connect autopumping
valve).
Range: off，1，2，3
off：switch off the auto pumping function
1：switch on auto pumping for one cycle before loom start
2：switch on auto pumping for two cycles before loom start
3：switch on auto pumping for three cycles before loom start
Dobby：To set if this system drive the dobby or not
Yes: this system drive the dobby, so you can set the dobby pattern.
No: this system does not drive the dobby directly (like mechanical dobby)
Warp chain：to select the let off & take up configration
Mechanical: both of let off and take up are mechanical
ELO1:
only let off is electrical, take up is mechanical
ELO1+ETU: one let off and one take up are electrical
ELO1,2+ETU: two let off and take up are electrical, it’s double beam loom or double width
loom which has two beams.
Brake switch：to set the type of brake switch located on the left push button panel
Switch: the manual brake releasing is controlled by switch,move it to on/off brake
Button: the manual brake releasing is controlled by button, click it to on/off brake
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Stop button：to select the type of loom stop push button
N.O. : the push button type is normal open
N.C. : the push button type is normal close
Note: normal open button cannot be connected in the same way with normal close type
button
Pulsar model：to choose how to set the pulsar working parameters
Auto：only need to set the open degrees of pulsar movement, system automatic calculate
the close degrees.
Manual：manually set the open and close degrees of pulsar movement.
Note: Maual is only for skilled people. Please always set “auto “ here!
Loom number：input the right loom number here to be identified in the net

②

warp chain(let off and take up configuration):
To set the electronic let off and take up configuration
TAB: Warp chain (general settings)

Driver：to set the type of ELO/ETU motor driver
Manual speed：To change the letoff/takeup motor manual moving speed.
The range = 1-10. Suggest to put 5 here. 5 is the middle speed.
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TAB: Elo1 (let off 1 system settings) (let off 1 = beam 1)

Tare：To make the load cell calibration. First put the value 0 here, then manually release the
warp completely, check the warp tension now. For example, you see 20Kg of warp tension.
This 20Kg is not the true warp tension. In fact it’s the loom mechanical load to the load
cell sensor. Input 20Kg into the tare. Now what you see in the warp tension is the real
warp tension. Please make this correction every time you changed the tension bar
position to make sure the system measured the true warp tension.
Diameter adj：It’s for single tension bar. Now all the looms are equipped with double tension
bar. So please always set “0” here.
Gear box：Set the reduction ratio of the let off gear box. (between ELO1 motor and beam)
Note: This value must be correct! Otherwise it will cause the very unstable warp tension
controlling.
Load cell full scale：To set the load cell rated capacity. You can find it on the label of load cell.
For example: 500Kg or 250Kg.
Load cell sensitivity： You can find it from the load cell specification paper. Normally it’s
2.0mv/V or 2.3mv/V.
Now the black one we use is 2.3mv/V, and the stainless steel one
is 2.0mv/V. If the value is not correct, then the warp tension measurement is not correct
also.
Leverage：set the scale between load cell and real warp tension. For example, if we set 3.0,
and warp tension=300Kg, then the real load adding to load cell =300/3 = 100Kg. Change
the tension bar position, also need to change this value.
Gain factor：set the gain of the load cell amplifier. Only ROJ technician can modify this
parameter.
Kp tension：Very important parameter for the tension control system. Only ROJ technician can
modify it. If set the wrong value, the tension controlling is not stable.
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Ki tension：Very important parameter for the tension control system. Only ROJ technician can
modify it. If set the wrong value, the tension controlling is not stable.
Direction：to set the let off motor moving direction.
CCW: when let off motor moves in CCW direction, beam moves forward;
CW: when let off motor moves in CW direction, beam moves forward;
When finished the loom installation, before start loom with warp, please check if the let
off motor direction is properly set.

TAB: Elo2 (let off 2 system settings)
When you run loom with 2 beams, you need ELO2 to set the second beam let off system.
It’s the same with ELO1. Please refer to ELO1.

TAB: Etu

(take up system settings)

Diameter：To set the take up roller diameter. This value is linked to the weft real density on
fabric. So be careful to modify this value.
Gear box：Set the reduction ratio of the take up gear box. (between ETU motor and take up
roller). This value is linked to the weft real density on fabric. So be careful to modify this
value.
Direction：to set the take up motor moving direction.
CCW: when take up motor moves in CCW direction, takeup roller moves forward;
CW: when take up motor moves in CW direction, take up roller moves forward;
When finished the loom installation, before start loom with warp, please check if
the take up motor direction is properly set.
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③ Insertion(insertion device configuration):
insertion configuration
Select the tab for right color you want to modify.

Gripper type：To select the right type of gripper mounted on loom
ROJ : the previous gripper type which is mainly for LCSW G2 system
ROJ G2 : the new gripper type which is mainly for LCSW G3
note：wrong setting can cause the gripper over heating.
Rotary type：to set the right type of rotary valve mounted on loom
AWA: the standard settings for AWA rotary valve
HZ: Stronger than AWA standard driving. Normally for 2 in 1 valve or hard moving valve.
ROJ G2: the new valve produced by ROJ.
note：wrong setting can cause the rotary valve over heating, especially “HZ”.
Pumps：to set how you connect the water pipes to the main nozzles
Range: 1，2，2HZ，HZ
This parameter is linked to the “ colors” setting under the general configuration menu. The
combination of these two parameters decides how the valves act when nozzles make
color selection.
Rotary warmup：to enable the rotary valve warm up procedure before loom starts
When enable this function, every time before loom start, all the valves move for few
seconds to warm up the valve’s solenoid coils . To make sure loom can continually run
without any valve exchange problems.
WS any pick：to select if the system need to drive the valves in any pick.
For example: in case of you run only 1 color, so the valve does not need to move for any
pick. If you put “no” here, then no current passing the valve because no valve move
during loom running. It’s for save energy . But if you mount the valve in horizontal
direction, strongly suggest you set “yes” here, to avoid the finger unexpected moving due
to the loom vibration.
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Gripper open delay：Set to make sure that gripper real open degree = set degree(target
degree)
Range:0－20 ms default：6ms
This is to compensate the mechanical and electrical delay of gripper. Input the right
value. System will try to trigger the gripper open in advance according to this setting
to make sure the real open degree is equal to the target setting degree.
Gripper close delay：Set to make sure that gripper real close degree = set degree(target
degree)
Range:0－20 ms default：6ms
This is to compensate the mechanical and electrical delay of gripper. Input the right
value. System will try to trigger the gripper close in advance according to this setting
to make sure the real close degree is equal to the target setting degree.
Feeder pin delay: Set to make sure that feeder real open degree = set degree(target degree)
Range:0－20 ms default：6ms
This is to compensate the mechanical and electrical delay of feeder. Input the right value.
System will try to trigger the feeder open in advance according to this setting to make
sure the real open degree is equal to the target setting degree.
Choose the right tab with label” color 1,

color2, color3 , color4” , to set all the colors.

④ run set(main motor and brake configuration):
run set

TAB: General:
Slow motion: Slow motion requires the loom equipped with inverter. If this function was
enabled, when loom makes inching movement, the inverter drive main motor instead of
the 380VAC main power supply. You can get different speed and torque by setting
different frequency of inverter output.
Loom speed: Input the right value when you have a big loom speed change. For the small
change under 50rpm, the system can recover the difference . After loom run for a while,
system update this value automatically according to itself calculation. The loom speed is
linked to the let off and take up speed at loom start phase. It’s very important that you
should inform system the big speed change before system can calculate itself.
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TAB: brake: (to set the brake current)

Speed-up high current: Set the speed up current when loom moving fast. The maximum is
10A.
Speed-up low current: Set the speed up current when loom move slowly, for example:
inching.
Hold current: Set the holding current of brake when loom is stopping.
Speed-up time: Set the duration time for braking speed up phase.

TAB : Encoder：

Direction: Set the encoder rotation direction: CW or CCW
It depends on how you fix the encoder. Change the direction when you see the encoder
degree moving direction deviates from the loom mechanical degree moving direction.
The new setting is active after power on/off the system.
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Trimming：a function to help to calibrate encoder position.
Release the loom brake, and manually move the loom to mechanical 0 degree. Then
enable brake to lock loom. Set the position = 0 , and enable the encoder trimming
procedure. First move the encoder gear for more than one turn to pass the encoder real
zero position. Then slowly move the encoder gear. Look at the 4 color lamp indication
carefully. More lamps on means more reach the zero position. Stop moving encoder
gear when all 4 lamps are turned on . Fix the gear. The encoder trimming procedure is
finished.

⑤ Shift(Shift change setting):
to set using auto shift change or not
shift change setting

If the automatic shift change was not enabled, then the system is in manual shift change
model. To change shift, you have to go to the home page and enter manual shift change
menu.
Used shift ：to decide how many shifts are used. It’s for both manual and automatic shift change.
Automatic shift change：enable it if you need. After you enable it, you can set the time table .
For example: Shift A, start from 00:00, duration=8 hours. It means that shift A start from
00:00 and end at 00:00+8=08:00 .
Copy: copy the settings of this day to others.
Remove all: remove all the settings in the time table.
⑥
Dobby (electronic dobby driving configuration):
Not Available when the dobby driving board missing.
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Loom setup parameters:
This menu is mainly for the fixer.
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WEFT FEEDER

TAB: General----general setting of feeder:

LENGTH:
Is the weft length [cm] to be released by the feeder at each pick. The new value is
automatically converted into an alphanumerical combination(coils and diameter). You
can change the value of “coils” to define it by yourself.
Diameter: (between A and E), indicates the reference position of adjusting the Spool Body
diameter.
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Coils: (between 2 and 12), indicates how many coils are released by feeder at each pick. You
can change it by yourself.
Possible setting: 68 - 501 cm
Notice: Some weft lengths can be woven by using different combinations between Spool
Body diameters and coils to be released. It is strongly recommended to make the Feeder
operating with the Spool Body set to the wider diameter and releasing the minimum
number of coils (see Appendix C)
ROTATION:
Setting the winding direction of the Feeder is according to the yarn twist. When changing
the winding direction, the coils pitch has to be changed too (see feeder instruction
manual).
Possible setting: Z / S
Default setting:
Z
MAX SPEED:
This is the maximum allowed for feeder motor speed. It can be used to avoid the feeder
motor stops too frequently in case of weft stripes pattern.
In order to correctly set this parameter, when the loom is in RUNNING mode, start from
the max value (7200) and reduce it till the feeder motor speed becomes more even. Low
values can cause the feeder storage to run empty.
Possible setting: 500 – 7200 Default setting:
7200
WEFT STORAGE:
Set the number of weft coils reservation on the Spool Body of Feeder.
Possible setting: 12 - 68
coils
Recommended setting: according to the yarn count, set the coils pitch as low as possible.
Set the highest number of coils so as to avoid them overlapping each other on the
Stopper pin side. The yarn reservation has to be over 3/4 of the Spool Body’s length.
In case of different reserve positions between Feeders, set with the same number of coils,
make them equal by adjusting the coils pitch.
EXT.PTTERN: set it ON, it can help feeder to smooth the motor speed when weft pattern come
from external dobby.
COPY: Copy the feeder parameters to other feeders.

Note: Only can copy the parameters on the present page.
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TAB: Feeler----to set the yarn sensor of feeder:

SENSITIVITY:
Sets the sensibility of the photocell which is controlling the outgoing coils. Set HIGH when
the yarn count is lower than 50 dtex, or in case of shining and reflective yarns.
Possible setting: LOW HIGH
Default setting:
LOW
YARN BREAK:
Yarn breakage control on the drum of feeder(weft input side). This sets the reaction time
of the yarn bobbin break signal. Increase the value in case of false stops of the Loom. Set
2 always to ensure the fast reaction of yarn break.
Possible setting: OFF
does not care yarn break
2
stops after 2 missing coils
3
stops after 3 missing coils
4
stops after 4 missing coils
5
stops after 5 missing coils
Suggest setting:
2 (to have the fast reaction of yarn break)
DOUBLE COIL:
This is to avoid wrong weft length measurement due to eventual overlapping of the coils
on the Spool Body. Set OFF only in case of short picks (one coil less) and very irregular
insertion time (fancy yarns).
Default setting:
ON
WINDOW:
To avoid faulty length measurement due to fluffs or dust released by the yarn. Increase
the value to 70% or 80% in case of fluffy yarns (e.g. Cotton), or wrong length released by
the Feeder (one coil less). Reduce the value to 50% or 40% only with non fluffy yarns (e.g.
synthetic) and irregular flying times.
Possible setting: 40% - 80%
Default setting:
60%
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EXTERNAL:
Yarn breakage control by means of an external sensor (e.g. ROJ’s PIEZO sensor TFE4).
Increase the value in case of false stops of the Loom.
Possible setting: OFF dose not check for Yarn break
2
stops after 2 missing coils
3
stops after 3 missing coils
4
stops after 4 missing coils
5
stops after 5 missing coils
Default setting:
2
TAB: PULSAR----to set the PULSAR driving parameters:
Knowledge : Pulsar has two movements: brake and pull back.
Brake is acting during weft insertion to slow down the weft flying speed to reduce the peak
tension at the end of insertion.
Pull back is acting after weft insertion finished. The purpose is to let weft be straight and
short out of nozzle.

MODEL:
system can automatically detect which kind of pulsar connected.
Standard: the standard pulsar is connected. Standard pulsar has two types: Normal and
strong.
HP: HP pulsar is connected. HP pulsar is a new pulsar which has no stopper for finger.
TYPE:
Select the pulsar type. It’s only for the standard pulsar.
Possible setting: Normal - Strong
The pull back function is automatically active in case of selecting “normal” type, and disable if
you select “strong” .
Notice: When using the Pulsar HP (the last type)for ROJ, the feeder can recognize the pulsar
and show the right menu.
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TORQUE:
Set the torque of pulsar breaking yarn. It’s only for the standard pulsar.
Possible setting: off , 1—9 ;
1 = minimum torque; 9 = maximum torque; off = switch off pulsar movement.
PULL BACK:
(Pull back movement can help to remove the weft bubbles on the left side of fabric. )
Pulsar activation controls the weft to recover into the nozzle after yarn cutting (.Pull-back
function).
Possible setting: ON , OFF , WJ0 , WJ1 , WJ2 ;
Off = switch off Pulsar HP pull back movement. In case of standard pulsar, pull back is always
active automatically.
On: forget it as it’s dangerous if you selected it.
WJ0—WJ1—WJ2: to switch on the pulsar HP pull back movement. WJ0=minimum torque;
WJ2=maximum torque.
In case of standard pulsar, please always set pull back = off. Because it’s automatic in this
case.
Notice: Please never set PULLBACK= on . Pull back on must not be used on water jet since
the presence of the gripper would affect the movement and the Pulsar would be
continuously driven to reach the proper position causing overheating.
TIME:
Pulsar start to move time in [msec]. With brake time set to 06, the pulsar is automatically
activated in order to have the rod on the braking position only during the last coil
insertion. Value increased, pulsar braking earlier; Value decreased, pulsar braking
delayed. Remember, the weft insertion will be slowed down after the pulsar braking
was active.
Possible setting: 0 - 30
[ msec ]
ANGLE:
Only for Pulsar HP . Possible setting： OFF; 1--5
Off : switch off the pulsar HP braking movement. (the pull back function is not controlled
here.)
1-5: 1 = minimum movement angle ; 5= maximum movement angel.
WEFT TYPE:
Only for Pulsar HP . Possible setting: fiber , filament , filament LT , wool , wool LT .
To select the yarn type for weft. LT means low twist.
WEFT FORCE:
Only for Pulsar HP . It sets the pulsar HP braking strength during its braking function(pull
back force is not controlled here). In order to activate the function, set a value according
to the yarn characteristics.
Possible setting: 1 - 5
( 1 = min. 5 = max. strength )
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TAB: INFO----to check the information of feeders:

Sw version：
Show the information of feeder software version.
DC level-feeler：
To show the dirty level of the feeder feeler sensor. This sensor is located at the back side of
spool body. It’s for the yarn breaking detection. The standard value is in 5-15. If this value
is over 30,system will give a “FTC clean” alarm to inform you to clean the sensor surface
and reflection mirror.
DC level-coils：
To show the dirty level of the feeder coils sensor. This sensor is located at the front position of
spool body. It’s for the yarn releasing detection. The standard value is in 5-15. If this value
is over 30,system will give a “FTC clean” alarm to inform you to clean the sensor surface
and reflection mirror.
TAB: COILS---show the information of yarn releasing from feeder’s drum:

You can see the degree of each coil passing the yarn releasing sensor.
From this picture you can see :
1. Degrees of 1st coil passing sensor;
2. Degrees of 2nd coil passing sensor;
3. Degrees of 3rd coil passing sensor;
4. Degrees of 4th coil passing sensor;
Only 4 coils recorded here according to the setting of weft length(160cm= 4 D).
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INSERTION:

EMPTY PICK:
It should always keep being enabled. If empty pick enabled, during loom stop phase, the last
insertion is disabled. So you will not see one extra pick in the shed. You can make reverse
directly without taking out this last pick. It’s very important in case of pick finding
function active.
EXTERNAL WATER SELECTION:
Defines the angle at which the Rotary or the Solenoid valve will be powered to change
position for next pick when the weft pattern is coming from the electronic Dobby. If the
LCSWJ3 internal weft patterns are used this angle is fixed at 280°. It’s also the degree at
which the system starts to read the next color selection information from dobby.
Possible selections: 0° - 395°
Default selection:
280°
GRIPPER STRENGTH:
It’s only for ROJ gripper G2. There are 3 levels of the gripping strength: low, middle and high.
Normally set it in middle.
FIRST PICK DELAY:
At loom start, for the first pick, the loom movement is slower than the running phase. But the
insertion speed is always the same . If nothing changed, in the first pick, the weft arrives
too early. It’s not good for weft capture, due to the catch cord and right leno move
slower in first pick, the weft cannot be hold. Especially for the elastic yarn, it will jump
back or shrink without holding. So it’s very important to introduce the delay of insertion
for first pick.
Normally set 10-20 degrees delay according to different applications.
FEEDER PIN OPEN:
Defines the angle at which the feeder releases the weft. Only the open setting is given here
because the close signal will be calculated by the feeder itself.
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GRIPPER OPEN :
Defines the angle at which the gripper open.
GRIPPER CLOSE:
Defines the angle at which the gripper close.
PULSAR CLOSE:
It’s only for the pulsar in “manually” control model. It’s grey when pulsar was in “auto” control
model.
Defines the angle at which the pulsar starts to move/brake.
PULSAR OPEN:
It’s only for the pulsar in “manually” control model. It’s grey when pulsar was in “auto” control
model.
Defines the angle at which the pulsar finish moving(start to move back from braking position).
LAST COIL:
Show at which degree the last coil of weft pass the feeder releasing sensor. For water jet
loom, this is also the weft arrival degree. It can be a reference for insertion parameters
adjustment.
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WEFT FEELER

ENABLE:
Set enable or disable the weft detection. If disabled, the green lamp will be always on
instead of blinking during loom running. And loom will never stop even weft was
missing.
WEFT RATE :
Show the percentage of good insertion.
WINDOW ON:
Defines at which degree system start to check weft feeler signal.(the detection window start
degree)
WINDOW OFF:
Defines at which degrees system stop checking weft feeler signal. (the detection window
close degree)
FEEL COUNT 1,2,3,4:
Set the number of consecutive missing wefts (on the same color) for condition of WEFT STOP.
For example: if you set 3 for C1, then color 1 weft stop only active when more than
2(minimum 3) consecutive missing wefts in color 1. You can set different value for
different color.
The diagram shows the signals:
Loom degree
LCSW window

0°

on

off

Flag signal FTIR
PS-D (ext amplifier delay)
PS-W (ext amplifier window)

0

1

2

3

4

5

Feeler sensor signal
External amplifier output F
Brake angle(if weft missing)



Brake angle
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WARP(WARP DETECTION SETTING):

ENABLE :
This switch enables or disables the warp checking function. If the switch is OFF no WARP
checking will be performed. If the switch is ON, WARP checking will be done according to
the separated settings for each device.
WARP:
To enable/disable the warp break checking.
connection bar.

It’s linked to LE1(left) and LE2(right) input on

LENO LEFT:
This switch enables checking on the left leno break. It’s linked to LE6 input on connection bar.
LENO RIGHT:
This switch enables checking on the right leno break. It’s linked to LE5 input on connection
bar.
FRONT CATCHCORD:
This switch enables checking on the front catchord break. It’s linked to LE4 input on
connection bar.
REAR CATCHCORD:
This switch enables checking on the rear catchord break. It’s linked to LE3 input on
connection bar.
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WARP CHAIN:(LET OFF AND TAKE UP SETTING)
TAB: WARP CHIAN---- the general settings of let off and take up:

Density：set the weft density, the target density. If you active the weft density zone in the
running weft pattern, then here the density setting is useless.
Density unit：to set the unit of weft density.
TAB: ELO1----to set the parameters for let off 1(beam 1):

Tension：show the real tension of warp(beam1).
Reference tension：set the reference tension(target tension) of beam 1.
Warp takeup：when system calculates the warp length remain on the beam 1. The value can
be little different from the real warp length due to the warp corssing with weft on the
fabric side. Input the right value of “warp takeup” then you can get the right value of
warp remainon beam. Warp take up value is changed according to different type of
fabric.
Overtension：set the limitation of warp tension which will cause the overtension alarm.
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Normally set it into 150%. This can avoid the warp tension going to high.
Undertension：set the limitation of warp tension which will cause the undertension alarm.
Normally set it into 50%. This can avoid the warp tension going to low. It’s too
dangerous if you set 0 here. If load cell broken or disconnected, warp tension will be out of
control in case of you set 0 here.
TAB: RUNSET---to set parameters for main motor controlling.

6)

RUN SET
to set parameters for main motor controlling.

DELTA PHASE:
Are the number of picks for which the main motor will run in DELTA mode at loom start
This is to help to increase the beating strength at loom start. Very useful for the thin mark
which is caused by the too low beating strength at loom start.
Suggest to set this value less than 3 picks. No meaning to set it more than 3 picks.
DELTA/STAR: suggested setting = 100 degrees
Set the exchange degree of main motor run from delta model into star model. During
exchange time, there is a “hole” of motor lost power. This hole normally is around 120
degrees. Main motor speed will drop a lot due to this hole. So we have to make sure that
the exchange happened at the loom run with lightest load. For water jet loom, the
lightest load is at around 100 degrees when pump starts to jet water. You can feel by
hand(manually move loom).
BRAKE ANGLE:
Is the angle at which the brake is powered to stop the loom. We can understand it as the
brake starts to receive command to brake loom.
Normally we set 0 degree, and loom stopped at next 150 degrees. In case of electronic dobby
connected, due to 150 degrees is in the dobby forward to reverse forbidden zone. To go
out of this zone, you can delay the braking angle to next 100 degree.
FORWARD STOP:
Is the electrical angle at which the brake will be switched on in forward inching. The
mechanical stop position will depend on the motors inertia. It means keep pushing
forward button, loom will not continually move.
Default settings:
60
[°]
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REVERSE STOP:
Is the electrical angle at which the brake will be switched on in backward inching. The
mechanical stop position will depend on the motors inertia. It means keep pushing
reverse button, loom will not continually move.
Default settings:
300
[°]
The following parameters are available only in case of slow motion is active:
POSITION 1:
270 degree
When slow motion is active, keep pushing reverse button, loom will stop at two points in
one turn. Position1 is the first point at which loom stops.
POSITION 2:
180 degree
When slow motion is active, keep pushing reverse button, loom will stop at two points in
one turn. Position2 is the second point at which loom stops.
PICK FINDING:
yes
If switching on pick finding, every time loom stops, the loom will automatically make reverse
movement and move the reed to a fixed degree which is defined by “stop angel”.
STOP ANGEL: 270 degree
It’s for pick finding function. You can set 270 or 180 degree. If you set 270 degree, loom
will finally stop at 270 degrees(dobby leveling) . If you set 180 degrees, ten loom swill
finally stop at shed open position, you can directly take out the defective weft from
openning shed.
Suggest you to set 270 degrees . The dobby leveling position is good for warp to reduce the
warp being deformed.
The following graphic shows how the pick finding is working:
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CLOTH

SET:
This can change the cloth value if it’s not correct(after software updating). For example, you
can change 59.0 into 98.0 like the following picture showing. Olny manager level can
change this value.

DOFF TYPE:
To set how our sytem calculate the cloth length. You can select counting in picks or
calculating in length unit(meter or yard).
UNIT：
It’s only available when you select doff type= length. After you choose calculate in length,
then here you select the unit of length. You can choose yard or meter.
DOFF(COUNTER):
It’s only available when you select doff type= counter. Here you can define the doff value, but
it’s in picks. For example: 100000 means loom will generate doff stop after 100000 picks
of weaving to inform you for cloth cut.
DOFF(LENGTH):
It’s only available when you select doff type= length. Here you can define the doff value, but
it’s in meter or yard. For example: 600m means loom will generate doff stop after 600m
of weaving to inform you for cloth cut.
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MODE：
To set how the loom act when cloth reached the doff value.
Off: no any action when doff value reached, no lights indication, no doff stop;
Lamp: only light indication, no doff stop. The green light will be on when doff value
reached.The “alert time” parameter decides when the green lamp is truned on in advance
before doff value reached.
Stop: light on+ doff stop. When doff value reached, first light on, then loom stop with doff
stop message on console.
ALERT TIME: to set the ahead time of turning on green lamp in advance before doff stop. This
is to inform weaver to be ready for cloth cut before doff stop.
ADJUST:
This parameter allows cloth length adjustment on DOFF value to keep in account cloth
shrinkage. Adjustment will be calculated only if the DOFF type has been set to meters or
yarns. If set to a not zero value the cloth will be automatically increased: the raise factor is
adjust%.
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SMP(stop mark prevention):
ELO: let off SMP setting; ETU: take up SMP setting.
ELO and ETU have exactly the same parameters, just in different tab(see below picture).
Other = all the stops except for weft stop
TAB: GENERAL----the general settings:

RELEASE AFTER STOP(WEFT)：to set after weft stop,ELO( or ETU) keep moving to send warp
toward the weaver direction. If ELO&ETU move togerther, the shed moves away from
the reed to avoid reed beating the shed too much; If only ELO moves, the warp is released
to reduce the warp thension after weft stop. Reduce warp tension can help to reduce the
warp deformation because of high tension. Everything will be automatically recovered
before loom starts.
RELEASE AFTER STOP(other)：to set after other stops(except weft stop),ELO( or ETU) keep
moving to send warp toward the weaver direction. If ELO&ETU move togerther, the
shed moves away from the reed to avoid reed beating the shed too much; If only ELO
moves, the warp is released to reduce the warp thension after weft stop. Reduce warp
tension can help to reduce the warp deformation because of high tension. Everything
will be automatically recovered before loom starts.
FORWARD CORRECTION: Set the correction for forward inching. Normally ,during loom
inching movement, ELO and ETU always follow the loom movement. Here you can
customize the following movement. Value=0 means not follow; value=100% means
precisely follow,scale=1:1 . Suggested value is always 100%, modify it only when you
confirm the stop mark is due to the inching movement.
REVERSE CORRECTION: Set the correction for reverse inching. Normally ,during loom inching
movement, ELO and ETU always follow the loom movement. Here you can customize the
following movement.
Value=0 means not follow; value=100% means precisely
follow,scale=1:1 . Suggested value is always 100%, modify it only when you confirm the
stop mark is due to the inching movement.
TENSION RECOVERY：It needs the slow motion and pick finding active, and only for let off
movement. After loom stops , at the stop angel, system check the warp tension. Before
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loom start, system requires you to move the loom to the same degree with stop angel.
The system recover the warp thension to the same as the measurement(after loom stop)
by let off system. If the start angel is not correct, system will report the “wrong start
angel” .
It’s very important to start loom with the right warp tension. You will get a very wide mark on
fabric if you start loom with wrong tension.
After switch on tension recovery, you can completely forget the ELO SMP setting. Only set ETU
to remove completely the stop mark.
TAB: TIME:
To set SMP correction according to different stop time. All the corrections are doen before
loom start.

ENABLE:
To switch on /off the correction in the “time” table.
FIRST CORRECTION:
If you set the correction in both “forward” and “reverse” direction, this parameter allow you
to choose which direction is the first one to move.
WEFT:The corrections setting in case of weft stop.
OTHER:The correction setting in case of other stops.
The following graphic shows how the let off move according to the above table setting:
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TAB: START:
To set SMP correction after loom start. All the corrections are doen after loom start.

PICKS:
Set how many picks enabled for the after start correction. If you set 0, it means no pick
enabled, all the corrections are switched off.
The correction value is in percentage. 2= 200%
0.5= 50%
The following graphic shows how the let off moves according to the above table settings:

Choose “other” TAB to set SMP parameters in the same way with which is for weft stop.
Note: If you set picks= 0 , like the following picture showing, all the correction on this page are
disabled, and become grey, even you already set some value before.
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9)
DOBBY
Only available in case of driving electronic dobby.

10)

MASS STORAGE(SAVE/LOAD PARAMETERS):

You can use the standard USB key which is support USB2.0 for external storage device.
SAVE:
To save all the parameters data into the USB key. It’s very useful for the software updating and
theunexpected data loosen. Also you can save different settings for different fabric
weaving. The same fabric can share the same settings normally.
LOAD:
To load the file from USB key to the loom. This operation will replace the old parameters data .
Be carefule before you confirm to replace.
DELETE:
To remove the file which you donot want to keep from the USB key files list.
When you save the parameters data into the usb key, system will request you to give a name
to this file. Strongly suggest you to name this file in: “loom number”+ “fabric name”+ “date” .

click

to confirm and save.
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4. Beam(BEAM CHANGE SETTING):
-It’s the fast setting which is necessary to be modified after beam change.

BEAM CHANGE:
Click “beam change” button to enter the real beam change menu. To have a good habit ,everythime
after beam change, change the setting from the beam change menu. So system can record the
beam change in the history. Please never modify directly from the home page of beam.

WARP LENGTH:
To set the total length of warp on the new beam. It’s for “beam end forecast” calculation.
BEAM DIAMETER:
Input the diameter of the new beam. It’s very important before system start to calculate itself. If
the value is not correct, let off system cannot follow loom running with the right speed.
WARP TAKEUP:
when system calculates the warp length remain on the beam. The value can be little different from
the real warp length due to the warp corssing with weft on the fabric side. Input the right value
of “warp takeup” then you can get the right value of warp remainon beam. Warp takeup value
is changed according to different type of fabric.
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5. Pattern:
-This is the home page when you enter the pattern menu:

Firstly you will see the pattern folder which is stored in the GT4 console memory.
you see all the files list if you already save some pattern in it before.

In the folder,

Name----show the pattern name;
Type----weft=include weft pattern; warp=include dobby pattern; zone=include density change zone;
Aux=include auxiliary output (we have 4 spare outputs); err=pattern has error inside.
Picks-----Indicate the total picks in this pattern.
Date/time-----Indicate the date and time when this pattern was created.
⑴ Create new pattern:
Click “NEW” button:

Select which type of pattern you want to create:
Weft---only color selection pattern; Warp-----dobby pattern(need dobby driving board).
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In case of select “weft” pattern:
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In case of select “weft”+“warp” pattern:

Click “pick” to add one line, but with empty color selection,click directly the area which you want to
modofy .

Weft----color selection from C1 to C8, remember we only use 4 colors for this moment;
Iterations----number of picks , define how many picks for this color;
Aux---- auxiliary output selection (we have 4 spare outputs);
Zone---- density zone selection, you can define 10 density zones under “zone” tab, here select
which zone you want to use. Be careful that you cannot define density zones more than how
much you used.

PICK: add one more line;
FOR: start the circular(repeat) between “for” and “next” .
NEXT: the end of repeating.

From the above picture: (C3x20 picks + C1x10 picks) x 2 , The 2 is repeat times.
It repeats 2 times between “for” and “next”. Click “ for 2” to change the repeat times.
REMOVE: remove the line you selected.
ZONE: select the density zone which you defined in the “zone” tab.
SAVE: save the pattern which you edit now. The error message will appear if you made
mistakes. Follow the instruction to solve them. You can anyway click “save” without caring
for errors. If no errors, system will reuest you to input the file name.
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⑵ Density change during loom running:
Click “zone” tab to active/edit the density zone.

You can define maximum 10 density zones here. First select the one you want to edit, then click
“modify” to start edit it.

You can enable not only the density, but also the relative tension setting and loom speed setting.
But for loom speed, it needs the speacial main motor driving unit. After you enable it, the value
becomes active from grey, click it to modify .
After finished the density zone edit, go back to the “Editor” tab.

Change the value under zone, to select the density zone which you defined in “Zone” tab.

Click “save” to save the pattern.
Note: there is the limit of let off and take up motor. Too big/fast density/tension change will
cause the motor too hot. Check carefully the motor running status after loom run for long
time.
Density zone has the higher priority than the “density “setting under the “warp chain” setup
menu. Becareful to active density zone.
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⑶ Edit the exist pattern which you selected form the list:
Select the one you want to edit, click “edit” to start. All other operations are exactly the same
with create new pattern.
⑷ DELETE:
Delete the selected pattern from the list in pattern folder.
⑸ ASSIGN:
Select the pattern from the pattern folder list, click “assign” to run this pattern. There is a
yellow dot beside the pattern icon to indicate you this pattern is running.
⑹ DEASSIGN:
To unlock the pattern from “assigned” status. After this operation, no pattern is running. Loom
cannot start without pattern assigned.
⑺ EXTERN:

Click this button, in case of the color selection signal come from dobby. So we call it’s a
external pattern. There is a indication(assigned pattern”extern”) on the bottom of display to
remind you “system run in weft pattern from dobby” model.
⑻ FILE:
To exchange pattern files between GT4 console memory and external USB storage device.
Click “file” button to enter the pattern file management page:

The left part is the pattern file list of GT4 console memory, and rtight part is list of USB key.
Select the file, use “→” and “←” to move(copy) this file to other device. Also you can use “X”
to remove the file from the list.
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⑼ GOTO PICK:
It’s grey when there is no pattern is running. When the pattern is coming from our system itself,
after loom power off, if you move the loom maunally, or you assign the pattern one more time
before start, in this case, the system lost the pattern information. So loom will start from wrong
pick of pattern. This function is help to correct this error to let loom start with right pick.

First you can check the present pick number. You can find it from directly the same page of
“goto pick”. Weft pattern pick = 1 means the present pick number is 1. (Warp pattern
pick=0 means no dobby pattern assigned. )
Also you can find the present pick information from the home page: (see below picture)
Check the real pick number from the fabric, then use goto pick to correct it.

The following picture shows how the goto pick works:

⑽ CLONE:
Clone means to copy pattern. The purpose to clone one pattern is to copy one part of the
pattern for other one. For example: I create one weft+dobby pattern. Now I want to make a
new one with different weft pattern+ same dobby pattern. To save the time, I can clone the
first pattern and modify only the weft slection.
First select the one you want to copy, then click “clone” , system request you to input the new
name for the copy. After conformed the name, you can choose which part you want to copy:
only weft , only warp or weft+warp .
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Cloth cut:
-It’s for weaver operation. You also can find it on the home page.

59.0 is the present cloth length after the last cloth cut.
100.0 is the doff setting.
Click “cut” button, the present cloth value =59.0 – 100.0 = 0 m.

Click “calling foreman” button to active the “red lamp blinking” . This is to indicate the fixer
that this loom needs the help of fixer.
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Shift change:
-It’s for weaver operation in case of you select the manual shift change. You also can find it on
the home page.

The one with lamp on is the present shift. Click the target shift, the present shift moves to the
one you selected. When you choose the automatic shift change, here it becomes grey to
disable the manually shift change.
On the above picture, the present shift is A . Click B if you want to change shift from A to C .
If you set the shift number = 3 , you only can change shift in 3 shifts(A, B and C) .

8.

Motion(manual ELO/ETU move):
-It’s for weaver operation. You also can find it on the home page.

First to choose which part you want to move: 2 or 3 units can be selected together.
Reverse=> beam side direction; Forward=>fabric side direction.
Manual speed can change the letoff/takeup motor manual moving speed. The range = 1-10.
Suggest to put 5 here.
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Test(advanced functions):
-It’s only for high level of technician usage:

1. Update main board:
It’s only for ROJ technician. Put the new software under the root directory of USB key.
Insert USB key. First very important step is to backup all the parameters before
updating(“setup”---“mass storage”---“save”). After you are ready,click “update main
board” menu, then you will see the software files list(if you have more than one versions of
software) .
Choose the last version , click “update” to start sw updating. After updating finished, follow
system instruction and power off/on system to reset the system. You will see a lot of alarms
because the data got lost during updating. Insert USB key, enter “setup---mass storage” ,
find the parameters file which you saved a moment ago and click “load” to restore all the
parameters.

Restore parameters after back up: suggest you always enable it. This is automatical backup
and restore. But from most reliable point of view, please always manually backup and
restore.
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2. Update GT4:
This is to update the gT4 touch sensitive console software.
Update GT4 will not cause data lost. No need to back up parameters.
Use the same way as “update main board” to update GT4.

Following system instruction and power off/on system to reboot and finish updating.
3. Test menu:(test loom insertion device and loom assemble test without beam)

Feeder Test: (tab: feeder)
Motor 1/2/3/4： to test feeder motor run
Frequency：to set feeder motor test run speed, up to 90Hz. 90Hz=7000rpm
Note: increase the speed step by step! Be careful with the high speed injury!
Pin 1/2/3/4：To test the feeder stop pin . Watch and hear carefully to check if any unstable
movement.
Use “stop” button to stop all the tests.
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Gripper Test: (tab: gripper)

Gripper 1/2/3/4：To test the grippers .
movement.
Use “stop” button to stop all the tests.

Watch and hear carefully to check if any unstable

Rotary valve Test: (tab: rotary)

Rotary 1/2/3/4：To test the rotary valves . Watch and hear carefully to check if any unstable
movement.
Use “stop” button to stop all the tests.
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Loom assemble Test: (tab: running-in)
Naked loom running test before installation:

It’s for the loom make to test the loom mechanical parts before delivery or before installation.
During loom run in “running-in” model, system automatically switch off all the detections:
weft and warp detection+warp tension alarm. The let off and take up system is running in a
fixed speed.

10.

Terminal :
-The console itself settings:

You can change the language and set the system time and date.
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Touchscreen calibration:

Start it if you find the system cannot well recognize your finger position.

Save the calibration result if you confirm you did the right job!
Screen saver:
You can set after a certain time of no touching display, system reduce the backlights level to
save the back lights life. Enable it and set the delay time after no touching display.
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11.
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Info (informations):
-To check the version of software and hardware.
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上层
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Appendix : B

DESCRIPTION OF MAIN CONNECTION BAR

External Device

E-dobby

LCSW G3 system

run signal to dobby
forward signal to dobby
reverse signal to dobby
color1 selection signal
color2 selection signal
color3 selection signal
color4 selection signal
leveling signal to dobby
dobby forward lock cable
dobby reverse lock cable

Autopumping

auto pumping valve
FWD
0V
0V/MSIA

FULL inverter
connection

ARR
MSIB
AC24V
121A

ERUN
EFOR
EREV
CL1
CL2
CL3
CL4
24VDC
LEVEL
FOBF
0V
FOBR
0V
0V
V1A
110VAC
SMSIG
COMMON
0V5
KAOUT
KVOUT
KV1
005
KV2

①
②

③

gripper board
pin1--pin2

110VAC
CN9-PIN7
CN9-PIN8

K5
KIV
K1

K2
0V

KIV
drive

PBK
ARR
FWD
REV
STOP
24VDC
24VDC
24VDC
EME1
EME2
EME3
EME4
EME5
EME6
B1
B
B0
0V
0V
0V
0V
LE1
LE2
LE3
LE4
LE5
LE6

External Device
manual brake on/off switch
arrange push button
forward push button
push button
reverse push button
stop push button(normal open type)
push buttons common
external emergency push button
loom brake thermal switch
main motor thermal switch

emergency
input

dobby emergency switch
(remove short circuit cable:EME4-5)

loom brake B1
loom brake B
loom brake B0

warp break left(not used)
warp break right(not used)
rear catchcord break
front catchcord break
right leno break
left leno break

PE
W2
suction motor/blower/mechanical feeder blower
V2
U2
note: ①:In case of loom was not equipped with emergency push button, we already made a short circuit jumper between 24VDC and EME1;
②: It's for blower motor overload protection. We already made the connection from motor overload protecter switch to this position;
③: It's for supply/brake board emergency. The connection was already made from brake board to this position.
For other emergency connections, short circuit the connection if this device is not exisit.
L1/L2/L3:main power380AC input
IL1/IL2/IL3:inverter output

loom brake

warp break
detection
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B
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LCSG3 Supply/brake Board
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LCSG3 Main Board

EDC 4
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EDC 5

11

EDC 6
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RCSA

2

CN 30
LCSG3 Main Board

Screw Connector
Warp Brake L

.

LE 1

15

Warp Brake R

.

LE 2

14

D

0V

E

.

Catchcord Rear

13

LE 3

CN 3
LCSG3 Main Board

.

Catchcord Front

12

LE 4

0V

F
Leno Right

.

LE 5

11

Leno Left

.

LE 6

10

Where no indication is present

0V

G

Common Warp

9

1 mm2

5

1 mm2

1

Cable section is 22 AWG
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A1
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LCSG3 Supply/Brake
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FWD
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Arrange

11

24 V Ext
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9
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C
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D
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Brake Switch

PBK

7
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CN2
LCSG3 Main Board

6
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S6

11

REV

E

Stop

13

STOP

S7

14

14

5

22 AWG

13

Screw Connector
12

Dobby Fwd Forbidden Lock cable

FOBF

22 AWG

11

CN1
LCSG3 Main Board

B1

11

11

12

Dobby Rev Forbidden Lockcable

FOBR
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F
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Modification

1
2

P4

2

P3

1
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P2
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P1

1

G
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CN6
LCSG3_MAIN_BOARD
3

Weft signal

2

4

Weft Window

3

2

12 VExt

1

6

0V

6

EXTERNAL DOBBY
X8

Screw Connector
0V

1.1

6

ERUN

2.1

7

EFOR

3.1

8

EREV

4.1

9

LEVEL

5.1

10

FOBR

6.1

11

FOBF

7.1

X8

2.2

X8

3.2

X8

4.2

X8

5.2

X8

6.2
7.2

X8

24 VExt(you can select 24V fromdobby or from LCSW system)

8.1

8.2

CL 3

9.1

14

CL 2

10.1

15

CL 1

11.1

16

OIL
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17

CL 4
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18

EPT

14.1

9.2

X8

13

G
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X8

5

12

F

18
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11.2

X8

E

17
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X8

D

16

WEFT EXTERNAL
CONTROL BOX
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LCSG3_MAIN_BOARD

C

15
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Screw Connector
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